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Review

When little dragon shows off his bravery by letting out a fearful roar, he ends up frightening himself as well. He starts asking his woodland creature friends if they’ve seen or heard the monster, and they band together to overcome the imagined monster... and their own fear.

The highlight of this little book is definitely the adorable illustrations of the dragon and other animals. Images are bold, bright, and detailed, and the facial expressions depicted are priceless and do well at portraying different emotions. The simple message of the book is about bravery and overcoming fear, something that little children are sure to relate to. Text is large in an easy-to-read font, making it helpful for young readers, and there are plenty of opportunities for children to participate by making their own roaring sounds. *Oh So Brave Dragon* is sure to put a smile on your face, and it may even help make you a little braver!